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Enterprise Architecture in Enterprise 
Engineering

Originating from quite different fields of theory and practice, the terms "Enterprise Ontology" and "Enterprise
Architecture" currently belong to the standard vocabulary of those professionals who are concerned with (re)design-
ing and (re)engineering enterprises, thereby exploiting modern information and communication technologies for in-
novating products and services as well as for optimizing operational performance. Because of the inherent
characteristics of modern enterprises, often operating within networks of cooperating enterprises, the task of these
professionals can rightly be characterized as having to master unprecedented high complexity. The statement, put
forward in the paper, that the current notion of Enterprise Architecture does not offer satisfactory help and thus need
to evolve into an effective conceptual tool, is clarified in a historical context. In order to let Enterprise Architecture
become a sensible, effective notion, complementary to Enterprise Ontology, it is proposed to define it conceptually
as normative restriction of design freedom, and operationally as a coherent and consistent set of design principles.
The new, evolved notion of Enterprise Architecture is clarified and illustrated using a case example.

1 Introduction

The traditional organizational sciences fall increasing-
ly short in helping enterprises to implement strategies
effectively, and in a controlled way. Between 70% and
90% of the strategic initiatives appear to fail, mean-
ing that enterprises are unable to derive success from
their strategy [KaNo04], [Mint94]. These high failure
rates are reported from various domains: total quality
management [OaPo94], business process reengineer-
ing [Burl01], [SmFi03], six sigma [Ecke01], e-busi-
ness [KaRo99], customer relationship management
[Kirb01], and mergers and acquisitions [WoHa02].
Whereas all too often, unforeseen or uncontrollable
events are presented, for convenience sake, as the
causes of failure, research has shown that strategic
failure is mostly the avoidable result of inadequate
strategy implementation. Rarely is it the inevitable
consequence of a poor strategy [KaNo04]. A plethora
of literature indicates that the key reason for strategic
failures is the lack of coherence and consistency, col-
lectively also called congruence, among the various
components of an enterprise [BeES90], [GaBa98],
[Hoog98], [Kauf92], [Kott95], [MiSn84], [Pett98]. At
the same time, the need to operate as an integrated
whole is becoming increasingly important. Globaliza-
tion, the removal of trade barriers, deregulation, etc.,
have led to networks of cooperating enterprises on a
large scale, enabled by the enormous possibilities of

modern information and communication technology.
Future enterprises will therefore have to operate in an
even more dynamic and global environment than the
current ones. They need to be more agile, more adap-
tive, and more transparent. Moreover, they will be
held more publicly accountable for every effect they
produce.

Said problems are traditionally addressed with black
box thinking based knowledge, i.e., knowledge con-
cerning the function and the behavior of enterprises.
Such knowledge is definitely sufficient for managing
an enterprise within the current range of control.
However, it is totally inadequate for meeting perform-
ance goals that are outside that range, thus for
changing an enterprise. In order to bring about
changes in a systematic and controlled way, white-
box based knowledge is needed, i.e., knowledge con-
cerning the construction and the operation of enter-
prises. Developing and applying such knowledge
requires no less than a paradigm shift in our thinking
about enterprises, since the traditional organizational
sciences are not able to ensure that enterprises are
coherently and consistently integrated wholes. The
needed new point of view is that enterprises are pur-
posefully designed, engineered, and implemented
systems. The needed new skill is to (re)design,
(re)engineer, and (re)implement an enterprise in a
comprehensive, coherent, and consistent way (such
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that it operates as an integrated whole), and to be
able to do this whenever it is needed.

The current situation in the organizational sciences
resembles very much the one that existed in the in-
formation systems sciences around 1970. At that
time, a revolution took place in the way people con-
ceived information technology and its applications
[Dijk76], [Lang77]. Since then, people are aware of
the distinction between the form and the content of
information. This revolution marks the transition from
the era of data systems engineering to the era of in-
formation systems engineering. The comparison we
draw with the information sciences is not an arbitrary
one. On the one hand, the key enabling technology for
shaping future enterprises is the modern information
(and communication) technology (IT). On the other
hand, there is a growing insight in the information sci-
ences that the central notion for understanding pro-
foundly the relationship between organization and IT
is the entering into and complying with commitments
between social individuals [GoLy82], [WiFl86],
[Diet06a]. These commitments are raised in commu-
nication, through the so-called intention of communi-
cative acts. Examples of intentions are requesting,
promising, stating, and accepting. Therefore, like the
content of communication was put on top of its form
in the 1970's, the intention of communication is now
put on top of its content. It explains and clarifies the
organizational notions of collaboration and coopera-
tion, as well as notions like authority and responsibil-
ity. This current revolution in the information systems
sciences marks the transition from the era of informa-
tion systems engineering to the era of enterprise en-
gineering. At the same time it enables it to converge
with the traditional organizational sciences, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.

As said before, the basic premise of enterprise engi-
neering is that an enterprise is a designed system. In
order to ensure that the designing of a system is per-
formed coherently and consistently, such that the re-
sulting system is a truly integrated whole, two core
notions are crucial: ontology and architecture. The
ontology of a system is theoretically defined as the
understanding of its construction and operation in a
fully implementation independent way. Practically, it
is the highest-level constructional model of a system,

the implementation model being the lowest one.
Compared to its implementation model, the ontologi-
cal model of an enterprise offers a reduction of
complexity of well over 90% [Diet06b]. The notion
of Enterprise Ontology is discussed in [DiHo08]. Ar-
chitecture is theoretically defined as the normative re-
striction of design freedom. Practically, it is a coherent
and consistent set of principles that guide the design
of a system. Any strategic initiative of an enterprise
can only be made operational through applying the
notion of architecture, namely, by expressing it in
principles that guide the designing of the 'new' enter-
prise. The notion of Enterprise Architecture is dis-
cussed in Section 3. Only by applying these notions of
ontology and architecture, strategic changes of enter-
prises can be made intellectually manageable. The
purpose of this paper is to discuss this 'new' prescrip-
tive notion of architecture and to show how it contrib-
utes to the (re)design and (re)engineering of
enterprises. At the same time we will try to convince
the reader that the currently adopted descriptive no-
tion of architecture does not offer any help in these
activities. Before elaborating on Enterprise Architec-
ture as the second conceptual pillar of Enterprise En-
gineering, we will briefly resume some essential
notions about systems and architecture in general.
Subsequently, Enterprise Architecture will be dis-
cussed in Section 3. The major findings from the dis-
cussions in Sections 2, 3, and 4 are drawn in Section
5.

2 Systems and architecture

There exist many system definitions. Maier and Rech-
tin define a system as "a set of different elements so
connected or related as to perform a unique function
not performable by the elements alone" [MaRe02].
Others speak of "a set of elements standing in inter-
relation among themselves and with the environ-
ment" [Bert69]. Essentially, the central notion
regards a set of elements having certain relationships
with each other and with the environment in view of
the realization of one or more goals. In view of the
above, an enterprise is evidently a system. 

According to one of the founding fathers of the Gen-
eral System Theory, a core problem facing modern
science is developing a theory about 'organizing', oth-
erwise said, a theory about 'organized complexity'
[Bert69]. Based on the level of complexity, Weinberg
identifies three areas [Wein01]. The first area regards
(relative) low complexity, identified by Weinberg as
"organized simplicity", such as exemplified by ma-
chines en mechanisms. This type of complexity can be
addressed through analytical methods. At the other
end of the spectrum lies the area "unorganized com-
plexity". Here the variety is so large that
complexity can be addressed through statistical
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methods (such as with gas molecules in a closed
space, or with certain aspects of traffic). The large
area between these extremes is that of "organized
complexity": too complex for analytical methods and
too organized for statistical methods. According to
Weinberg, this area – in which enterprises are posi-
tioned – is preeminently suitable for, and in definite
need of, the system approach. Therefore, the system
approach offers a formal methodology to address the
enterprise as a whole, while considering its constitu-
ent parts and their mutual relationships, in order to
safeguard a unified and integrated system. Many au-
thors submit that the system approach is the only
meaningful way to address aforementioned core
problem of modern science, hence to study and devel-
op enterprises [Bert69], [Bung79], [Ghar99],
[Rech00]. Ackoff argues therefore that the failing
strategic initiatives mentioned earlier are due to the
fact that the initiatives are fundamentally "anti-sys-
temic" [Acko99]. 

As indicated, unity and integration, hence coherence
and consistence between various enterprise aspects,
is crucial for the success of the enterprise as a whole.
There will be little debate about the conviction that
unity and integration is not brought about spontane-
ously but has to be designed intentionally. Said inten-
tional design aspect lies at the heart of the not
'accidental' but intentional character of the enter-
prise as a system, whereby realization of the enter-
prise function and construction should understanda-
bly not depend on chance but, as mentioned in
Section 1, must be purposefully established. This
begs the inescapable question of how the enterprise,
in view of its goals and the required unity and integra-
tion, must be designed. The answer to this design
question will be discussed later. For now we like to
emphasize that any answer is essentially normative.
We agree with Jackson arguing that the normative as-
pect of system design must be made explicit
[Jack03]. Architecture, in our opinion, offers the for-
mal answer to this necessity.

The emphasized normative character of the answer to
the question how the enterprise should be designed
implies that the answer guides the design process,
hence limits design freedom. Herein lies the essence
of architecture as mentioned in Section 1: conceptu-
ally it regards the normative restriction of design free-
dom. From a general system perspective, architecture
is practically defined as a coherent and consistent set
of principles that guides system design. The set must
be coherent, meaning that it must form a unified to-
tality, but also consistent, since principles should not
be mutually conflicting.

Noticeably, architecture is often viewed as a 'blue-
print' or a schematic depiction of the essential compo-
nents of a design and their relationships. Apparently,
the concept is used in a descriptive manner.

Sometimes both viewpoints are used in one defini-
tion. For example the IEEE standard 1471 reads
[MaRe02]: Architecture is the fundamental organiza-
tion of a system embodied in its components, their re-
lationships to each other and to the environment, and
the principles guiding its design and evolution. To our
view, this definition is equivocal; it tries to accommo-
date two very different points of view, something that
should be avoided in any definition. Similar remarks
can be made about the definition of architecture pro-
vided by the Open Group [TOG03]. Obviously, within
the formal approach to architecture presented in this
paper, architecture must be considered as a prescrip-
tive concept, that – through design principles – dic-
tates ex ante how a system must become, rather than
a descriptive concept that describes ex post how a
system is. We feel the descriptive use of the architec-
ture concept is of little value from a design perspec-
tive, since the descriptive notion is essentially
passive, hence – based on after the fact description –
cannot provide prior active guidance in the design
process.

In view of the above, architecture is essentially linked
to the system concept. First, design guidance is evi-
dently crucial for establishing system unity and inte-
gration. Second, system design must satisfy various
requirements. These requirements do not only regard
the system function, but also regard objectives perti-
nent to certain areas of concern. For a technical sys-
tem, these concerns might be reliability,
maintainability, or safety. Through architecture, these
areas of concern are addressed, hence requirements
are operationalized. Further, architecture ensures
that areas of concern and their associated – possibly
conflicting – requirements are addressed explicitly,
and in a balanced manner. Figure 2 schematically
shows the role of architecture in the generic system
development process. It should be viewed as the fun-
daments of a design theory.
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The essential aspects of the generic system develop-
ment process have been outlined in [Diet06a] and
[DiH08]. After having designed a system at the onto-
logical level, it has to be further engineered through
detailed design (called engineering in Fig. 2), such
that the system can be implemented. Detailed design
basically regards producing a coherent and consistent
ordered set of white-box models of the system. The
'lowest' one is commonly called the implementation
model. This model can straightforwardly be imple-
mented on the available technological platform. For
example, the implementation model of an information
system is the source code in some programming lan-
guage. Likewise, the implementation model of an en-
terprise consists of the functions or task packages
that can be assigned to human beings on the basis of
their competencies. The 'highest' model is called the
ontological model or ontology of the system. This
model is fully independent of the implementation; it
only shows the essential features of the system.

Applying a design principle satisfies one or more re-
quirements regarding the global design (referred to
as "design" in Figure 2) as well as the detailed design
(referred to as "engineering" in Figure 2) of a system.
In line with the distinction between function and con-
struction, we distinguish between functional principles
or function architecture, and constructional principles
or construction architecture. An example of a product
that exhibits 'good' function architecture is the Apple
MacOS; an example of a product that exhibits 'bad'
function architecture is the (first) video recorder. An
example of a product that exhibits 'good' construction
architecture is the modern PC, whereas 'bad' con-
struction architecture is exhibited by unstructured
('spaghetti') computer programs.

Understandably, the nature of a specific architecture
is contingent upon the system category. Several sys-
tem categories exist, such as mechanical, chemical,
electronic, IT, or socio-technical systems [Bung79].
In our view, the concept of architecture becomes
most useful if architecture does not apply to the de-
sign of one system, but holds for all systems of a par-
ticular type, within some category. Put differently,
architecture holds for a certain class of systems. So,
for example, IT architecture for data warehouses or
applications is not only intended for one specific data
warehouse or application, but intended for the class of
data warehouses and applications respectively. IT ar-
chitecture thus regards the normative design guid-
ance for the class of IT systems. Likewise, enterprise
architecture refers to the class of enterprises. Devis-
ing architectures can appropriately be labeled as ar-
chitecturing, for which system design domains and
areas of concern serve as the guiding context. This
activity must be clearly distinguished from designing.
This follows from the notion that architecture provides
design guidance, hence must logically precede de-
sign. Moreover, architecturing is an autonomous

activity that can be performed rather independently
from design projects. It seems plausible to call the ar-
chitecturing person an architect. Designing thus con-
cerns the realization of a specific system within a
certain system class, using architecture as a norma-
tive guidance. Summing up, the result of architectur-
ing is an architecture, the result of designing is a
design. Figure 3 schematically shows the difference
between architecturing and designing.

3 Enterprise Architecture

3.1 The essence

The second tool for mastering the complexity of con-
temporary enterprises, next to Enterprise Ontology, is
Enterprise Architecture (cf. Sec. 1). Contrary to En-
terprise Ontology, it is abundantly discussed already
in the literature about managing organizational
change. Unfortunately, the term "Enterprise Architec-
ture" has got many meanings also, meanings that are
quire divers and sometimes even contradictory. Sim-
ilarly, also the term "Enterprise Architect" is used in
many different ways. To quote Thomas Kuhn, the cur-
rent application of the concept of enterprise architec-
ture does not yet show the characteristics of a 'normal
science' [Kuhn70]. In addition, the acceptance and
application of Enterprise Architecture differs largely.
Gartner reports [Drob02]: "People talk about enter-
prise architecture as if it is easily understood by tech-
nology and business professionals alike. In reality,
technology professionals have a wide-ranging view of
enterprise architecture…In contrast, business profes-
sionals tend to ignore the term as an IT-only issue". 

The interpretation of enterprise architecture given in
this article aims to clarify this theme in view of the
general notion of architecture outlined in Section 2.
Subsequently, we will use the case of the Educational
Administration, introduced when discussing

Figure 3: Architecturing and designing
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Enterprise Ontology [DiHo08], for illustrating Enter-
prise Architecture.

Goal-oriented, coordinated activities of human en-
deavor are identified through various labels: a
business, company, organization, or institution. In
this article we use the, also frequently used, term 'en-
terprise'. Various entities that carry out commercial,
non-profit or governmental activities are thus identi-
fied as enterprises. As we have mentioned in Section
1, the success rate of strategic initiatives is poor. Lack
of coherence and consistency between the various as-
pects of an enterprise was identified as a primary
cause for failures. According to the congruence theo-
rem, enterprises will operate more effectively and
perform better the higher the degree of unity and in-
tegration, hence the degree of coherence and consist-
ency among its constituent parts [NaTu97]. These
observations are likewise valid – if not even more so
– if technology is part of strategic initiatives. Research
about the effectiveness of technology deployment
teaches us that effectiveness can only be obtained if
the enterprise context in which technology operates
matches and integrates with the technology and vice
versa [Mort91]. Said condition is patently manifest
regarding the impact of IT. Rather remarkable is the
outcome of research conducted over a number of
years showing no relationship between IT invest-
ments and measurable improvements in enterprise
performance [PiSt03]. 

In our opinion, the underlying cause for this observa-
tion has to do with the suboptimal utilization of tech-
nology. Excellent performing enterprises, however,
use technology in such a way that consistency and co-
herence is created between technology and the con-
text in which it operates. This perspective is
supported by earlier MIT research regarding the influ-
ence of IT on enterprise productivity. Only enterprises
that in conjunction with the introduction of IT also
changed the complementary enterprise context –
hence realized an integrated enterprise design –
achieved considerable gain in productivity [BrHi96].
Comparable results are reported pertinent to the in-
troduction of IT in the area of Customer Relationship
Management [Marc01], [KMP+03]. Enterprise per-
formance therefore does not primarily depend on the
use of modern technology, but depends on the overall
quality of the enterprise design, of which technology
is an important aspect. Herein lies the essential role
of Enterprise Architecture: providing design guidance
for establishing coherent and consistent enterprise
design. Further, Enterprise Architecture determines
how the implementation-independent design on the
ontological level can be practically operationalized on
the level of implementation. Noticeably, it is through
enterprise architecture that the design becomes man-
ifest. Otherwise said, identical enterprises at the on-
tological level (similar basic function) can only be
implemented differently (and experienced by

customers as differently) through different architec-
ture. The well-known distinction between 'mechanis-
tic' and 'organismic' ways of organizing manifests
fundamentally different sets of architecture [Burn90].

In line with the general definition of architecture given
in Section 2, we define Enterprise Architecture as a
coherent and consistent set of principles that guide
how the enterprise must be designed.

The ability to realize coherence and consistency in en-
terprise design will become more and more impor-
tant. Progress in IT is, and will continue to be, a
considerable driver in this respect. Said progress has
led for example to the emergence of 'virtual' enter-
prises, and networks of enterprises ('extended' enter-
prise) where business partners and suppliers
cooperate. Through various interfaces employees and
customers are interacting and collaborating within
and with these networks. This situation confronts en-
terprises with an enormous integration problem. Our
observations about failing enterprise initiatives sug-
gest that integration is more than establishing IT sys-
tem 'interoperability'. We contend that addressing
aforementioned integration problem without the con-
cept of enterprise architecture will continue the aston-
ishing high strategic failure rate mentioned before.
Rightly so, various governments emphasize the im-
portance of enterprise architecture for realizing gov-
ernmental operation in a unified and integrated
manner [USGA03], [MSTI03]. 

3.2 Enterprise architecturing

As indicated, architecture guides system design –
hence applies to one or more design domains – and
addresses requirements following from the system
function and areas of concern. This similarly holds for
systems like enterprises. Areas of concern have to do
with strategic intentions and goals. Otherwise said,
through strategy development insight emerges about
important areas of concern, such as flexibility, cus-
tomer satisfaction, time to market of new products
and services, costs, or compliance to regulatory re-
quirements. Congruent with the general system per-
spective, we might say that the areas of concern
identify topics that necessitate certain (possibly yet to
be specified) enterprise behavior. Figure 4 shows
some typical areas of concern relevant for enterprises
[Hoog04].

The normative guidance of the design process
through architecture will be effectuated within a
number of design domains. From the perspective of
the enterprise as a whole, four main design domains
can be identified:

Business. This domain regards the primary enter-
prise function, and has to do with the teleological
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(black-box) system perspective mentioned in
Section 1. Aspects, such as products and services,
delivery channels, customers, the economic model, as
well as general relationships with the environment
(market, competitors, stakeholders) are typical areas
of attention within the business design domain. In
view of our overall notion of architecture, the business
architecture is defined as a coherent and consistent
set of principles that prescribes how a certain domain
of goal oriented activities must be exploited and ex-
plored. Recalling our observations in Section 2, the
business architecture can be regarded as the function
architecture of the enterprise.

Organization. Given a certain primary enterprise
function, various degrees of freedom exist regarding
the question how the production for bringing about
the products and services is actually organized. The
organizational design domain deals with the internal
arrangements of the enterprise, having for example
to do with processes, employee behavior, organiza-
tional culture, management practices, human re-
source management, and various provisions, such as
pertinent to financial, accounting, or reward struc-
tures. The organization architecture can be defined as
a coherent and consistent set of principles that pre-
scribes how the enterprise must be arranged.

Information. Within both the business and organiza-
tional design domain, information is a crucial factor.
Various facets play a role, like the structure and qual-
ity of information (syntax, semantics, security), the
management of information (acquisition, storage, and
distribution), as well as the utilization of information
(presentation, exploitation en exploration). Compara-
tively, information architecture is defined as a coher-
ent and consistent set of principles that prescribes
how information must be handled.

Technology. Evidently, technology is essential for
current business, organizational and informational
support, as well as for future developments in these
domains. Specific technology entails specific associat-
ed architecture for providing the normative guidance
regarding design activities for the technology in ques-
tion. Taking information technology (IT) as an

example, we have IT architecture, defined as a
coherent and consistent set of principles that pre-
scribe how IT systems must be designed.

An important distinction mentioned in Section 1 is
that between the system function and the system
construction. As identified in the above, the business
domain regards the function of the enterprise: what
products and services are delivered. The other three
main design domains – organization, information, and
technology – concern the construction of the enter-
prise: how products and services are brought about.
Hence, the organization, information, and technology
architectures constitute the construction architecture,
mentioned in Figure 2. Said distinction is schematical-
ly depicted in Figure 5. 

Lack of unity and integration has been identified in the
above as a core reason for failing enterprise (strate-
gic) initiatives. Avoiding these failures requires coher-
ence and consistency within and between the main
design areas. This must be safeguarded through co-
herent and consistent enterprise architecture, com-
prised of business, organization, information, and
technology architectures. Overall coherence and con-
sistence implies that important mutual relationships
exist between the main design domains, like Figure 5
indicates. 

As said, the specific character and description of a de-
sign domain depends on the system type and the level

Figure 4: Reference framework for architecturing
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of perception. The perception can be directed to the
total system or only part of it, such as a subsystem.
So for a car, the design domains engine, chassis, in-
terior, wheels, brakes, lamps, windows, etc., are nec-
essary and sufficient design domains by observing the
car as a whole. When observing a design domain in
more detail also more detailed design domains play a
role. For example, within the design domain 'engine'
design domains like 'piston' and 'crankshaft' are rele-
vant. So, from the perception of the car as a whole the
design domain 'engine' suffices, but for designing the
engine, more detailed design domains have to be de-
fined. This process continues until a level is reached
whereby further breakdown is not warranted. Evi-
dently, the same notion holds for enterprise design
domains.

As the illustration shows, there is specialization of de-
sign domains associated with more detailed observa-
tions. Such specialization thus creates a certain order
whereby a more detailed design domain is subordi-
nated under the next higher design domain, like 'en-
gine' is subordinated under the overall design domain
'car', and 'piston' in turn is subordinated under the do-
main 'engine'. Since architecture pertains to one or
more design domains, aforementioned order likewise
holds for architecture. That is to say that a principle
or standard aj may not be in conflict with principle or
standard ai if Dj  Di. Noticeably, this is an important
condition for safeguarding coherence and consisten-
cy, which has been emphasized before as an impor-
tant objective of defining architecture. Establishing
unity and integration does not only require that archi-
tecture forms a coherent and consistent set, but also
requires that the set of design domains pertinent to a
chosen perception is complete: necessary and suffi-
cient in view of the system purpose (function) and the
objectives associated with the areas of concern. For
complex systems, such as enterprise, establishing
completeness is far from easy. Nonetheless, in all cas-
es the total set of design domains within a certain per-
spective must be complete. Otherwise said, the set of
design domains for a certain perspective must be nec-
essary and sufficient for addressing relevant design
activities pertinent to the given perspective. For the
enterprise as a whole, we feel the four main design
domains are necessary and sufficient. More specific
design domains are obviously relevant within the four
main design domains in order to carry out particular
and definitive design activities (higher level of detail).
For example, the design domain 'processes' can be
seen a more specific design domain within the main
design domain 'organization'. Process architecture is
thus a subset of the organization architecture. Exam-
ples of specific enterprise design domains have been
discussed elsewhere [Hoog04]. Verifying that the set
of design domains is complete for a given perception
is not always easy, specifically for an enterprise.

Nonetheless, the completeness requirement holds
and must be satisfied for every perception.

3.3 The case educational administration

The first remark to be made regarding the application
of the notion of Enterprise Architecture in practice is
that it is just emerging. Companies that have adopted
it are still in the phase of understanding what it
means: they are pioneers. Yet the potentials are
enormous [Hoog04]. In fact, as argued previously, it
seems to be the only feasible way of 'translating'
high-level statements and areas of concern, as can be
found in mission and strategy documents, into opera-
tionally useful principles for design.

It is possible that an area of concern directly identifies
a design domain where the concern is addressed.
Generally however, this is not the case. For example,
it appears not immediately clear how concerns about
customer satisfaction, flexibility, or societal responsi-
ble business conduct are actually operationalized, and
which design domains are involved. Hence, pertinent
to the main enterprise design domains, the enterprise
architect must identify subsequent design domains
that enable addressing the concerns through design
principles. Defining the relevant design domains re-
quires broad, design-oriented knowledge regarding
business, organization, information, and technology.
Following example for the Educational Administration
might serve as an illustration.

Suppose the process of (University) strategy develop-
ment has (among other ones) identified 'student sat-
isfaction', 'flexibility', and 'compliance' as areas of
concern. The first concern has to do with the ability to
attract and retain students, whereas the second con-
cern addresses the University's ability to quickly
adapt to changing internal and external conditions.
Further, the area of concern 'compliance' has to do
with satisfying regulatory requirements. Subsequent
analysis by enterprise architects concludes that the
concern 'student satisfaction' will be addressed
through three design domains: 'products' (part of
main business design domain), human resource man-
agement (part of main organization design domain),
'processes' (part of the main organization design do-
main), and 'information exploitation' (part of main in-
formation design domain). Further analysis reveals
that the drive for student satisfaction necessitates
easy access of students to the University network. An
additional concern 'security' is thereby identified, and
addressed through the design domains 'information
quality' (part of the main information design domain),
and 'IT security' (part of the main technology design
domain). The concern 'flexibility' is addressed through
the design domains 'processes' and 'human resource
management'. Finally, within the design domain
'processes' the concern for compliance will be taken
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into account. Ultimately, architecture pertinent to the
design domains mentioned, determines how the con-
cerns are addressed in the actual design. Examples of
architecture principles are shown in Table 1 below. As
the table shows, an architecture principle can address

more than one area of concern, as we discussed be-
fore.

Defining detailed design domains within the four main
enterprise design domains, and more specifically, de-
fining the appropriate architecture pertinent to areas
of concern, is not a simple analytical or algorithmic
process. Experience plays an important role. Architec-
ture principles are thus (also) based on experience,
best practices, and insights that can be generalized
into architecture. Architecturing is thus for a consid-
erable part a heuristic process [MaRe02]. As said ear-
lier, enterprise design affects various stakeholders:
customers, employees, suppliers, etc. Orchestrating
the role and input of stakeholders within the process
of architecturing implies that next to the heuristic
character, architecturing also has a participative char-
acter [MaRe02].

3.4 Architecture frameworks

The core aspects regarding architecture and architec-
turing define the elements of a so-called 'architecture
framework'. These elements are: (1) the system type
S, the design domains D, and (3) the areas of concern
A. An architecture framework can be shortly identified
as <S,D,A> [Diet04]. 

As indicated, specific design domains depend on the
perception chosen. Hence, for a given system, multi-
ple (related) architecture frameworks are possible. An
architecture framework can be defined as a conceptu-
al structure pertinent to a certain system type, con-
sisting of areas of concern and a necessary and
sufficient set of design domains pertinent to a chosen
perception.

All too often, architecture frameworks do not satisfy
the definition given before. It can be noticed that the
label 'enterprise architecture' is used in cases that
merely regard IT architecture for the whole enter-
prise. Despite the label 'enterprise' this appears not to
be the system type of concern. This seems to be the
case with the TOGAF architecture framework
[TOG03]. Frequently design domains 'business' and
'process' are added to a set of IT system design do-
mains (like 'data and 'application') in view of the fact
that IT systems support business processes. For ex-
ample, the architecture framework provided by Tap-
scott and Caston speaks of business architecture,
process architecture, application architecture, infor-
mation architecture, and technology architecture
[TaCa93]. Comparatively, the TOGAF architecture
framework identifies business, application, data, and
technology architectures [TOG03]. Ignoring the
somewhat illusive use of the term 'business' in these
frameworks, we notice that from an IT system design
perspective the set of design domains is incomplete,
since more design domains are relevant than merely

Area of 
concern

Design domain Architecture princi-
ple

Business (products) Products and services 
must allow personaliza-
tion by students  

Organization (HRM) Management must 
enable employee self-
management

Student
satisfaction

Organization (proc-
esses)

Student administration 
must be locally pre-
sent, under unified, 
central governance 

Information (exploi-
tation)

Complete and up-to-
date student informa-
tion must be available 
at all student contact 
points 

Information (quality) Student information 
must be available from 
one unified source 

Security Technology (IT se-
curity)

Network access must 
be based on authenti-
cation and role-based 
authorization

Organization (proc-
esses)

Process flow control 
logic must be sepa-
rated from process 
execution logic 

Flexibility Student administration 
must be locally pre-
sent, under unified, 
central governance 

Organization (HRM) Employee decision 
making must take place 
at the lowest possible 
level

Compliance Organization (proc-
esses)

Admission rules must 
be in accordance with 
the Bologna treaty 

Table 1: Examples of architecture principles
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'application' and 'data'. Apart from this incomplete-
ness, it seems clear that the design domains 'busi-
ness' and 'process' cannot be part of an IT system,
hence, do not fit within an IT architecture framework.
One might alternatively consider the frameworks
mentioned as enterprise architecture frameworks.
However, in that case considerably more design do-
mains are relevant than only 'business' and 'process'.
All in all, it is often rather unclear to which system
type an architecture framework pertains, while for a
given (or assumed) system type, the set of design do-
mains is all too often incomplete. In fact, the very no-
tion of design domains and the necessity for
completeness appears to be absent in the architecture
frameworks mentioned. These observations also hold
for Zachman's architecture framework [Zach97].

More fundamentally, one might observe that many
architecture frameworks (like the ones mentioned) do
not use the normative notion of architecture. The ab-
sence of a formal, normative approach consequently
also implies the absence of formal design guidance.
Important objectives that the normative, prescriptive
approach tries to establish are thus not addressed.
This is detrimental for the design process itself, but
also for professionalizing the architecture function
and the architect's profession. 

Finally, also development, implementation, and
project related (planning) issues are frequently part
of architecture frameworks, such as in the TOGAF and
Zachman architecture frameworks. Evidently, these
aspects have to be addressed professionally, but fall
outside the scope of architecture and architecturing,
hence should not be part of an architecture frame-
work. Much of what is positioned as an architecture
framework is in fact a concealed development and im-
plementation framework. Development and imple-
mentation aspects are important areas of attention
within an overall enterprise governance competence,
within which also the enterprise architecture compe-
tence is positioned. Reflecting on enterprise govern-
ance is however outside our current scope of
discussion. 

The use of a architecture framework of the type
<S,D,A> is important for a number of reasons. A
framework structures the process of architecturing by
making explicit formal attention to: (1) the system
type for which architecture must be defined, (2) the
areas of concern that must be addressed, and (3) the
necessary and sufficient set of design domains where
architecture must be applied. Next to structuring the
architecturing process, another key purpose of an ar-
chitecture framework is the following. The importance
of coherence and consistency of design principles and
standards has been emphasized. These are essential
conditions for a unified and integrated system opera-
tion. The explicit structure of the architecture frame-
work enables safeguarding and assessing the

coherence and consistency of architecture within, and
between design domains, as well as between different
frameworks. For an enterprise this regards coherence
and consistency between business architecture, or-
ganization architecture, information architecture, and
technology architecture. Safeguarding coherence and
consistency is no sinecure, specifically for complex
systems. This is definitely the case with enterprises.
Knowledge and experience of the architect play a cru-
cial role, as well as the ability to assess consequences
of design principles and standards in one design do-
main for other domains. A participative, multi-discipli-
nary approach is also here relevant.

4 Conclusions

The notions of ontology and architecture, particularly
the notions of Enterprise Ontology and Enterprise Ar-
chitecture, can be very powerful conceptual instru-
ments, provided they are conceived appropriately.
The current state-of-the-art unfortunately shows a
large variety of definitions, which are often contradic-
tory. Most importantly, however, they suffer from be-
ing ill defined and not rigorously founded in an all-
encompassing theory. As a consequence, they are of-
ten not appropriate and therefore do not offer effec-
tive help to the professionals whose task it is to
(re)design enterprises.

The first step towards defining the terms such that
they constitute an effective and complementary pair
has been the presentation and discussion of the Ge-
neric System Design Process (Section 2). From this
framework the clear and unavoidable conclusion can
be drawn that two notions are crucial for conceptually
managing the development of systems of any kind.
One is the notion of understanding the construction
and the operation of a system in a way that is fully in-
dependent of its implementation, while exhibiting
comprehensibly, coherently, consistently, and con-
cisely the essence of the system. The other one is the
notion that unified and integrated design is crucial for
the performance of the enterprise as a whole and cru-
cial for addressing mission and strategy related initi-
atives and areas of concern that are valid at some
point in time.

The discussion of the notions of Enterprise Ontology
and of Enterprise Architecture in Sections 3 and 4 re-
spectively, has demonstrated that without them the
complexity the said professionals are faced with can
hardly be mastered. We have also shown that both
notions can be defined very precisely and very con-
sistently. At the same time, we have noticed that the
practical application of Enterprise Architecture, as
proposed in this paper, is still in its infancy. However,
its future looks bright. A lot of research has to be un-
dertaken yet, but it is the only feasible way to arrive
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at a practically effective notion of architecture, as ef-
fective as Enterprise Ontology.

Enterprise Ontology and Enterprise Architecture are
taken as the basic elements of the new discipline of
Enterprise Engineering, that is currently emerging
from the convergence of the traditional organizational
sciences and the information sciences. The word "En-
gineering" has to be taken in a broad sense, like it is
used, e.g., in Mechanical Engineering and in Industrial
Engineering. The most important premise in the no-
tion of Enterprise Engineering is that an enterprise is
a designed system instead of an organically growing
entity. We hope that this paper contributes to evoking
the necessary awareness among the professionals
and scholars who are currently dealing with organiza-
tional change that the engineering approach we have
presented is the right one for coping with today's and
tomorrow's complexity.
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